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Abstract:  

Conversion of alcohols to corresponding halides for nucleophilic substitution reactions is the transformation used the most in drug 

discovery, and is one of the key research areas in the synthesis of active pharmaceutical ingredients. Generally, synthesis of 

chloride derivatives from alcohols requires use of chlorinating agents. Unfortunately, chlorinating agents constitute to major 

concerns due to their high toxicity. Moreover, since only a part of the chlorinating agent molecule is used in the reaction, waste 

is generated in stoichiometric amounts leading to a not atom efficient process. 

Taking green principles into consideration the ideal process to convert primary alcohols to corresponding chlorides would be to 

design a process based on solvent-free pure alcohol reacting with hydrogen chloride. This would maximize atom efficiency and 

result in water as a by-product. Although possible, handling hydrogen chloride gas is challenging especially on a large scale. As an 

alternative hydrochloric acid could be used. However, low to average temperatures need to be maintained to keep solubility of 

hydrogen chloride from decreasing. Thus, reaction rates can only be accelerated to a limited extent in batch reactors. 

Meanwhile, micro flow technology offers a great platform to execute this sort of processes. The absence of headspace and safe 

pressurization of the reaction medium assists in keeping hydrogen chloride dissolved at high reaction temperatures. Moreover,  

high surface- to- volume ratio of micro channels offers larger interfacial area in between organic alcohols and water, resulting in 

higher mass transfer and thus faster reactions than in batch processes.  

We would like to present our work carried out on conversion of alcohols to chlorides by implementing micro flow continuous 

technology. Due to its high abundance in active pharmaceutical ingredients, we optimized conversion of benzyl alcohol to benzyl 

chloride. 100 % yield of benzyl chloride is obtained, when 3 equivalents of hydrogen chloride are used at 120 ̊C under pressure of 

100 psi in 15 min residence time. To demonstrate the modularity of the flow synthesis and usefulness of the method developed, 

we expanded the substrate scope by applying the optimal for benzyl alcohol conditions to a variety of aliphatic and aromatic 

alcohols shown in figure 1. In-line liquid-liquid membrane-based separator allowed separation of pure benzyl chloride ready to be 

coupled with nucleophiles of any particular application. We coupled synthesis chlorodiphenylmethane to the stream of n-methyl 

piperazine to provide anthistamine, cyclizine, in 88% isolated yield. Finally, we aim to implement four step continuous synthesis 

shown in figure 2 to synthesize commercial antihistamine and calcium channel blocker, cinnarizine. 
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Highlight 1: Waste-free synthesis of chlorides from alcohols using hydrochloric acid. 

Highlight 2: Generation of useful intermediates for active pharmaceutical ingredients. 

Highlight 3: Carrying out 4-step continuous processes to synthesize active pharmaceutical ingredients. 


